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Advance Praise for YES!

“Yes! Is a full-throated celebration of Being. Michael’s poetry and painting are spiritual 
embodiment: presence recorded as whole beingness in the world — unsplit, unapologetic, 
and unabashed in their naked encounter with the fullness of human intimacy, boldness, 
sensuality, and freedom. Michael has expertly and deftly joined his twin muses in an open 
and flowing dialogue of depth and sensitivity, humor and candor, exuberance and light. The 
rich and complex color and formal arrangements of his abstractions intertwine ecstatically 
with the expansive yet intimate tropes of his poetry, rendering a kaleidoscopic experience 
of sensuous delight — one that brings us home to the fullness and infinite potential of the 
heart. Like Walt Whitman, Michael expresses the spirit in humanness accurately, poignantly, 
and generously.”

— Jeff Perrot, Artist

“Making poems is an act of love, faith — unstinting beauty — and wild truth. Michael 
Robbins has done a brilliant job of it in YES! Robbins’ work fuses spiritual practice, boho 
artist, fathering and long married life into laser-light insights of clean, well-crafted language. 
These are poems of passionate, alert wisdom, deliciously rich in all the important questions. 
The paintings are juicy, alive...and complement the poems perfectly.”

— Judyth Hill, Poet

“This book is filled with vulnerability, wisdom, beauty, humor and kindness for our human 
predicament. A total joy!  For those of us wanting to bring more mindful attention to acts 
and relationships as a source for an illumined life this book is a terrific resource.”

— Mirabai Bush, Senior Fellow, Center for Contemplative Mind in Society

“This book, by therapist and teacher Michael Robbins, is absolutely gorgeous. I found it 
utterly touching to read, full of words and images that capture the preciousness of life and 
the delicacy of intimacy even while reminding the reader of the paradoxes of embodied 
experience, the soaring and heart crushing nature of love, and the truth of the unified field. It 
could only have been created by someone who has traversed the inner planes deeply and has 
maturely loved and struggled and reconciled over and over again. It is profound and wise and 
will help all who wish to Awaken to open, learn, trust and surrender. I truly loved it.”

— Amy Elizabeth Fox, Chief Executive Officer, Mobius Executive Leadership



“This book is so beautiful and so evocative. Reading it has been a delicious experience that 
I cherish. I think of words like lyrical, gorgeous, sensory, stimulating, honest, personal, 
intimate…I could go on forever. Michael is one of those rare persons who can be called a 
Renaissance man. His generosity of spirit is well known among those of us whom he has 
mentored. These poems and paintings sing out “yes!” to being human, “yes!” to the struggles 
of being fully alive, and “yes!” to the celebration of life.”

— Bettie Banks, Psychotherapist, Writer and Editor

“Michael’s poetry astounds with its breathtaking honesty and profound truths that pour 
forth like nectar. His paintings surprise and delight as the viewer is invited to dine on 
scrumptious colors and shapes. Throughout the book, the muse beckons us with juicy 
awareness to take our own pilgrimage to unknown lands within. BRAVO Michael!”

— Jai Keller, Artist and Psychotherapist

“Michael’s paintings and poems take you on an intimate soul-journey that reaches from 
the sublime light of universal truths to the ordinary, daily preciousness of loving another 
human being. This memoir in poetry beautifully expresses the dance between the radiance 
of Essence and his personal, unique life. If you want to go on a trip that helps you look into 
your own heart and its landscape of love, grief, betrayal and passion for the Infinite, dive into 
these pages and you will be touched and transformed!”

— Michael Jaro, psychotherapist



Growing up in an artistic and intellectual home in NYC as the son of a theatre director/spiritual healer and a 
psychoanalyst/sculptor, Michael lived and breathed a connection between the Arts, healing and spirituality. 

His first book of poetry, Love Like This, was published in 2005 and his paintings have been exhibited in both the 
US and Europe. His poems and paintings have also been in several on-line magazines. He has written two book 
chapters and more than a dozen articles on the integration of systems theory, spiritual practice, body-oriented 
psychotherapies, creativity and Integral theory.

At the age of 17, Michael had an experience of Awakening with his artistic mentor, Nicolai Abracheff, a Bulgarian 
artist with connections to the great Russian mystic, P.D. Ouspensky. Digesting and deepening the consciousness 
that was transmitted to him during this experience has been a central theme of his life. He attended Oberlin 
College where he majored in Studio Art and Religion and Lesley University where he earned a Masters degree in 
Counseling Psychology. In his twenties and thirties, he was a student of the late Sufi Master Pir Vilayat Khan and 
since 1975, he has studied and taught Tai Chi, Qi Gong and Taoist Internal Alchemy under the guidance of several 
Taoist internal energy arts masters. He is also a student of the Diamond Heart approach of A.H. Almaas.

As a psychotherapist and healer, his interests are wide ranging and include systems theory and practice, Inter-
personal Neurobiology, Sensorimotor Psychotherapy, Qi Gong therapy, existential-psychoanalytic psychotherapy, 
Inner Family Systems, Spiral Dynamics, Integral theory, and a wide variety of body-oriented approaches. In addi-
tion to his private practice with individuals, couples, and groups, he teaches and leads workshops in post-graduate 
programs, for corporations and privately.

He is married to Iku Oseki, an artist and art teacher in a private school in Cambridge. They have a 26 year old 
daughter that they are enormously proud of who lives in Ithaca, New York. Michael and Iku reside in Somerville, 
Massachusetts, and often spend summers in the magical city of San Miguel De Allende, Mexico, painting, sculpting 
and writing. If you would like to find out more about Michael’s work please visit michaelrobbinstherapy.com.
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Entering the creative process is like diving into a rushing river. I have no idea where it 
will take me. I begin by throwing colors and textures onto the canvas to create a dynamic 
surface. Similarly, if I am writing, I allow the words and images to tumble out and trust 
that somewhere in my unconscious is the seed of a poem. Soon shapes emerge that swirl 
into a beginning organization. At this point I start to serve the innate intelligence of a 
creative process and listen acutely to what it has to say. Sometimes what emerges is literal, 
sometimes it is abstract. The important thing is that it has its own internal coherence and 
dynamism. Sometimes I lose the thread of a painting or poem and can’t find it again. These 
still-born creative journeys become materials for new adventures. A creative dialogue is a 
love relationship. Each piece is a conversation with the Muse that records our lovemaking, 
our fights and our repairs. If I force my image on her, I pay a price in a loss of vitality and 
spontaneity. This is like life. Whenever I think I know what my life should look like, God 
surprises me. It is only in this attitude of openness and discovery that I feel truly alive.

YES!
Poems and Paintings by Michael Robbins
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Foreword

Good poetry is philosophy made vibrant, colorful, and alive. A poem is a reflection on a life’s 
journey that distills the wisdom, joy and hard won lessons of a unique pilgrimage. Every 

poem is a partial perception of a great diamond of human experience that conveys one aspect of a 
unity that is infinitely complex and ultimately ineffable.

Good painting is a sensual and direct response to the roller coaster of impressions that make 
up the fabric of our lives. A painting is a colorful, textured dialogue with the rhythm and vitality 
of the life force in all its myriad forms.

Both modalities are a record of consciousness stretching to contain the dynamic ground 
of our Being. This dynamic ground is a seamless unity of form and formlessness, stillness and 
movement, light and dark, connection and aloneness. The artistic sensibility must reach from the 
heights of spiritual ecstasy and communion with “All That Is”, to the cry of our lost selves that are 
stuck in disillusionment and alienation in a world that we cannot really understand.

Since the publication of my first book of poems, “Love Like This”, in 2005, life has brought me 
many lessons. My parents have gotten older. Medically, my father has fought himself back from 
the brink of dying more times than I can count. His indomitable will to live astounds me, as does 
my mothers unshakable love for him. Our daughter has grown up and is now living a successful 
life of her own in Ithaca, NY. Shepherding her through her adolescence and the struggles of young 
adulthood was both difficult and wonderful. Four years ago, the young man that she had fallen 
in love with in high school died suddenly and tragically. Unwinding the emotional earthquake 
of this was painful, difficult and ultimately led to tremendous growth for all of us. About two 
and a half years ago, my wife was in a severe car accident while she was teaching in Haiti. She is 
fully recovered, but it scared the dickens out of me and made me appreciate the fragility of our 
lives with great immediacy. I have also watched several close friends go through painful divorces 
that brought up questions about our relationship. We went through a rocky period as well, but 
thankfully we are now more stable and deeply connected than ever. Perhaps as a result of all of 
this, I experienced my own dark night that took a year to climb out of. Visiting the depths of 
despair and existential anxiety brought me to my knees and humbled me in a way that no other 
experience has. Coming out of it has made me appreciate the resilience and truth of who we really 
are in a way that is bone deep.

On the spiritual side of things, I continue to be profoundly committed to my Qi Gong, Tai 
Chi, Taoist internal energy and sitting meditation practices. I have also joined a spiritual school 
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based on the Diamond Heart approach of A.H. Almaas. Slowly, as I do this work, a certain restless 
itch seems to be leaving me. Sometimes I miss that restless guy, but I am pleased about the inner 
peace, self-acceptance and centeredness that I feel. The pressure to prove myself is gone and I 
feel that I am creating and working more from a sense of fullness, clarity and presence than ever 
before.

In the midst of all of these experiences, many of the understandings that I expressed in my 
first book of poetry continue to resonate. A lot of the themes in these poems are the same. I am 
still writing about my relationship with the Divine, about the paradox of our deep connection and 
dependency on each other and our existential aloneness, about the tension between love and grief, 
and about joy. And I am still writing about sexuality and my sensual connections with people and 
nature, about time, death and the limitations of living in a physical body, and about the struggle 
to live a life that is truly honest and authentic. I am still deeply committed to exploring the height 
and depth and breadth of everything that life and consciousness has to offer. And I am still deeply 
informed by Taoist, Sufi and Buddhist teachings and practice. 

The paintings that I have included in this book are my visual responses to the pilgrimage of 
my life. Here the language is color, texture and the dynamic push and pull of a composition over 
a two dimensional plane. The surface records my visceral, juicy, mysterious, and dynamic dance 
with the creative muse. Painting is an emotionally evocative record of my journey in a modality 
that can never fully be captured in words. In some of the paintings I have collaged poetry directly 
into the painting. In others, I have deliberately paired the image with a short poem that I wrote 
while looking at the finished painting. In other cases the painting is only loosely associated with 
the poem that faces it. My hope is that the paintings give you a deeper and more complete entry 
into my creative world than the poems by themselves.

In many ways, these poems and paintings are a record of my personal answer to one simple 
and profound question: “What is true?” from moment to moment. The answer to this question 
is a constantly emerging kaleidoscope that reaches from the universal to the deeply personal. 
My intention is to let the rhythm of my unconscious guide my process rather then the narrative 
structures and already decided agendas of my linear mind. In this way “What is true?” is a 
constantly emerging, present-centered, and presence-filled process.

So these poems and paintings are about saying “Yes!” to “All of It”. Yes! to ecstasy, pain, love and 
grief, to the deep stillness of Buddha’s empty, quiet mind and to the Dionysian sensuality of sexual 
vitality. They are about saying yes! to celebrations and to sorrows. Yes! to the feast that life offers 
us and to the limitations and physical suffering that we have to endure. Yes! to understanding the 
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cruelty of our minds and the cruel things that we do to each other and to ourselves. And yes! to 
the compassion and acceptance of the truly mature heart. And yes! to the continual courage it 
takes to stay open in the face of traumatic, stressful and painful experiences that fry our nervous 
systems and fragment our minds. And yes! to Spirit, and yes! to Heart and yes! to Body and yes! 
to Growing Older and yes! to Birth and yes! to Death. And perhaps most importantly, yes! to the 
continuous adventure of staying open to this very moment, Right Now.

I hope that these poems and paintings inspire you. I hope that they make you think, that they 
provoke you and make you cry and laugh and open you to experiences that perhaps you barely 
understand. If they do, please let me know. As the servant of the creative muse, it is important 
to know if I have served the creative spirit well enough that it has touched another human being. 
And sometimes, by understanding your experience, I understand the poem or painting better 
myself!

I wish you much inner peace on your journey. I wish you aliveness and engagement with 
whatever life is offering you right now. I wish you compassion and kindness for all parts of your 
experience. I wish you liberation and freedom from the suffering of grasping and trying to control 
your experience. And I wish you a deep inquiry into that fundamental question, “What is true?” 
from moment to moment in this great adventure called your life. I hope that these poems and 
paintings fill your sails with winds of encouragement. From one pilgrim to another, keep on 
truckin’, stay engaged, stay open and humble, and see if you can find some way to greet whatever 
life is offering with gratitude and wonder. I know that this is not an easy task, but in the words of 
Mary Oliver, what else could you possibly do “with your one wild and precious life?”

Michael Robbins
michaelclearmind@gmail.com
San Miguel De Allende, Mexico
August, 2014
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To Catch a Poem

To catch a poem
you have to crouch down very quietly

in the fields of the Heart
and still your mind,

so that she hardly knows you are there,
and wait…

until she starts to sing,
like we do when we are totally alone,

and then

let the waters of your mind
be quiet enough to be impressed

with her melody,

so that carefully, 
oh so gently,

you can
go find pen and paper,

and write down what she has said.
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II.
Divine Beloved
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The Red Lady

The Red Lady
is hiding in the mountains

calling us home.

Her love chariot is waiting patiently.

How long will we keep her standing there?
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One Day

One day all of this will change.

One day,
you will question everything 

that you take for granted,
climb out of this body-temple,

skip the light fantastic,
and sail across the galaxy

into Vastness.

One day,
you will look back and sigh

as the trance of history
explodes

into ten thousand tiny diamonds
and the force

of a deep and determined smile
breaks the chains

of your fear.

One day,
you will wake up

to See the sidewalks singing
and Hear the sun pouring out

such an overwhelming cascade of 
ALIVENESS

that you will weep for days.
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One day,
your eyes will turn inward

and you will watch Jesus roll away
the grave stone

from the door of your heart.

One day,
you will finally and thankfully

give up your search
for a perfect mirror

and be shattered by Awe
as you fall into 

your Beloved’s arms,
for the First Time.

One day
all of your images 

of yourself will dissolve
and you will find yourself
standing naked and free

in a field where every 
last blade of grass

is shouting 
Praise.
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This Current

Impatient one,
it will not be long

before this current 
will take you,

you have no choice
in the matter,

really,

you will have 
no idea if it is

sexual or spiritual,
as your belly softens

and your animal 
nature relaxes,

and the waters
wash away 

every bit of poison
that the red dust 

of the world 
has left,

and you smile,
the deep smile
of the finally,

and fully
satisfied,

and you know
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that your blood
and the waters 

of this river
are not different,

and that your 
heart beat

and the 
pulsing waves
of this ocean

can never 
be separate.

Dear one,
soon you 

will know,
that deep beneath

the surface
of these waters 

 is a stone
that radiates

Stillness

and that it has
always been there 

calling you
to finally 
come and

Rest.
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This Longing

This longing is not the trickle of an anemic stream
barely heard in the background,

No!

it is the raging waters of all my unshed tears
rushing to become one with the ocean.

This longing is not the graceful line of a silhouette 
behind a window at dusk,

No!

it is a riot of violent color
in a garden gone wild.

This longing is not the solitary song 
of a chickadee at dawn,

No!

it is a deafening chorus
of cicadas on a southern night.

This longing is not the polite exchange
of well educated people in a parlor,

No!
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it is the desperate cry of warriors charging 
to reclaim their homeland from the oppression of a dictator.

This longing is not the quiet embers of a fire
that will soon die

No!

it is a bonfire raging
burning up all of my ideas of past and future
leaving me standing
naked and panting
in the startling clarity of

Now.
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When I Finally Stopped Thinking

When I finally entertained the possibility,
that I might not be
the center of the Universe,

I thought the moon would disappear from the midnight sky,
the sun would cease to rise and set,
the wind stop blowing,
and the fish stop swimming in the sea.

It was devastating when nothing happened.

But then again,
I was only five 
and still took myself quite seriously.

When I finally stopped thinking 

that I was the center of MY Universe,
the wind blew my mind all the way to Pluto,
the waters of my blood sang Hallelujah,
and my nerves sparkled with the light of the sun.

By then I was 35
and it was time for miracles to happen.

When I finally stopped thinking.

Period.
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You opened the door 
to your secret room
invited me in
and ravished me
until I realized
that very idea of me or you
or a separate universe 
was utter 

Nonsense.
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Lighthouse

Who 
am I,
if not 
Light

 singing
from 
groin 

to crown
rooting 
deeply

in 
thighs 

and 
feet

before
 flying 

out
like a 

beacon
to weary 
sailors

shouting

Remember!

Remember!

Remember!
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I Am Not I 
With thanks to Juan Ramon Jimenez

I am not I…

I am the guest that stayed for a moment
and then disappeared
into the shadows of longing,
a diamond thrown into the sea of memory,
waiting to be washed up on shore.

I am not I...

I am the light
behind the sunlight,
exploding into space,
beyond the edges of anything
you will ever know or imagine.

I am not I…

I am the whisper of my mothers wanting
in my fathers ear
before they ever met.

I am not I...

I am the smoke
of a campfire
when all of its ashes have scattered
and no one is left
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who can even remember
the stories that were shared.

I am not I…

I am the sound of a sea shell
spiraling into an
Eternal Silence.
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Where Could I Fall To?

How gentle you are with me.
Every corner reminds me of your love.

The bursting colors of the peonies and the rose
sing constantly of your joy.

The quiet chirping of tree frogs at night
never fail to call me to your hidden chambers,

where you take off
the old shirt of who I think I am

and quietly wash the grime
of the world from my face.

The radiance of your heart lights up
every cell of me,

as you gently run your fingers
across my chest.

How could I forget your loving?

If my eyes are closed it is only so I can focus more clearly on your 
Magnificence.

If it seems that I am not listening, it is only because I am so focused 
on the subtle harmonies of your voice.

How silly of me to think that I could ever fall out of your love.

Where could I fall to?



III.
Partnership
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They Were Married 
A Love Story

Prelude
He ate half Her ice cream on their first date.
She thought He had kind, sensitive eyes.
He thought She was exotic and beautiful.
He wrote her beautiful cards that made her cry.
She loved how tenderly He held her. 
He taught her English. She taught him Japanese.
They were college sweethearts. 
They graduated.  
They got married.

Marriage

Japan

They lived in Japan.  
He charmed her family and loved them.
He had culture shock and couldn’t understand the way She thought.
He would go out of his way to get her things that She didn’t really need.
She thanked him and loved that He was thinking of her even when He didn’t understand her.
She harbored secret resentments that He didn’t totally understand her and didn’t tell him 
for years. 
(Actually She did tell him, He just didn’t know how to listen.)
He kissed her passionately and told her all of the exciting things that he wanted to do together.
His parents came to visit them.
It was a mess.
They came back to America.
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America

They danced together in the moonlight and enjoyed long silences while driving across 
the desert. 
He forgot that she didn’t like tomatoes in her salad and didn’t know how to make her cappuccino.
She forgave him. Most of the time.
She lovingly sautéed scallops in garlic butter and white wine and they had romantic 
candlelight dinners.
They were young.
They fought.
They made up.
They made love.

Child

They had a daughter and loved her more than they loved themselves.
They traveled a lot.
They taught her how to paint and dance and play cards.
They worked hard.
They sent her to private schools and marveled at how smart and beautiful she was.
They survived her adolescence.
She left home.

Empty Nest

He cried and felt disoriented and anxious for a year.
She was glad that She didn’t have to worry anymore about how late she stayed out at night.
He boasted about her 4.0 average from an Ivy league school and She was embarrassed.
They mourned her empty bedroom.
They moved on.
They didn’t move on.

They Lost Their Thread and Found it 
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She thought He could be a pretentious, pompous prick and dominate
dinner conversations with his preachy ideas and spiritual insights. 
She told him so.
He recoiled like a snake and punished her with silence.
She got so angry She poisoned his soup with evil thoughts.
She criticized his poetry and He couldn’t show her a thing for years.
He hung onto every morsel of praise from her lips. 
He wanted her to demonstrate her love in words. 
She thought talk was cheap.
They talked long into the night.
They made up. 
They melted into each-others smiling eyes.  
They cried about how cruel they could be to each other. 
They cried about how much they missed their daughter.
There was a deep and sweet peacefulness in their home.
There was a fragile détente.
They compromised. 
They didn’t compromise.

Lost and Found (again)

He jumped carefully across the kitchen not knowing where She had planted the 
land mines. He picked her shrapnel out of his ass. 
He didn’t know how to please her.
They looked at each other across a table and felt like the distance was infinite.
They wondered if World War Two had ever ended.
They went to couples therapy.
She forgave him for being different than her. 
He forgave her for wanting him to be like her.
She forgave him for wanting her to be like him.
They found their sparkle again. 
He melted into her smiling eyes, again.
She loved how He talked to her family and made them laugh. Again.
She loved when he took her to the fanciest Japanese restaurant in Boston. Again.
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Vulnerability

They worried about each other as they got older.
She was thrown from a truck in Haiti and had to stay in bed for a month. 
He canceled work to take her to doctors’ appointments. 
They cried together.
They understood how much they needed each other.  
She loved him more than ever.
They did good deeds. 
They made love for hours and dreamed about retiring. 
They dissolved into each other’s bodies like drops of ink in oceans of bliss. 
They forgot their names and rode great currents of pleasure on a Greek Island one summer.

Here We Go Round The Mulberry Bush (again)

They fought. They each needed to be right.
They needed to be loved. They needed not to need each other.
They made up. They didn’t make up.
He forgot to close the screen door no matter how many times She reminded him. 
She blew up at him and said She couldn’t live with him if He didn’t respect her wishes.
They sat perched on rocks like two birds on opposite sides of the Pacific poised to make 
a great migration.
She thought He was a barbarian that He was un-teachable.
He thought that She was stuck up and that her rules would suffocate him.
She longed for him to make the bed perfectly, every day, without fail.
He flirted with other women.
She wished that He could read her mind and absolutely knew that He was capable of it 
if He only gave a shit.
He thought She was inscrutably opaque and that She missed his emotional cues.
She hated his piles of papers. He thought She was a clean freak.
They were relieved when the other left for work or a business trip.
There were nights when they trusted no-one, especially themselves.
They felt locked away from each other behind thick glass walls of misunderstanding.
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They were polite and civil to each other. 
They dreamed of other lovers.
Some nights He watched pornography.
They were afraid they wouldn’t last.

Finding Each Other (again)

They forgave each other. Again. 
This time they meant it.
She loved how out of the box he was. Again. 
She said that without him her life would be boring, like stale white bread.
He thought her paintings were superb and emotionally deep. 
He brought all of his friends to her exhibits.
He competed with her for wall space.
They rented a studio together and spent weekends creating.
They celebrated each other’s creations.
They took Art vacations.
They argued about how to pack.
She was a minimalist. He never wanted to be without.
They laughed so hard their bellies hurt.
Her spirit was brighter than sunshine.  
His was deeper than the ocean.
They couldn’t live without each other.
They were honest with each other. 
They were brutal with each other. 
They were brutally honest.
They didn’t take it personally. (At least some of the time.)
She loved the way He would spontaneously break into dance even though She said it 
embarrassed her.
Love-making got better as they got older.
They had prosaic, commonplace sex in the middle the week. 
They made date nights so they could focus on each other in the middle of busy lives.
They pushed the envelope when they made love.
They had fabulous sex. (But only on Weekends.) 
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They Matured 

She still wished He would spontaneously remember all of the ingredients for a great dinner when 
He went to the store, and then make it. But, She stopped complaining about it. 
He still got reactive when She criticized him (even when She had a point). But, He held 
his tongue more often and learned to hear it as constructive feedback. (At least when He 
was well fed and rested.)
He cried when his father was in the ICU.
Her father had a stroke and wouldn’t leave the house on his own.
She hated that She lived so far away from her family.
They cried together.
They looked at each other with great kindness. 
They looked at each other with profound dismay at how clueless the other was.
They appreciated each other’s vulnerabilities.
They laughed about it.
They treasured the space of their connection and watered the garden of their love endlessly.
It was awesome.
It was commonplace.
At night they looked up at the stars.
They were close.
They were distant.
They agreed that they understood each other totally, and not at all.
They smiled at each other.
They held each other’s hands.
They were married.
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They Danced in the Trees

The woman and the beast
sailed quietly from tree to tree

causing joy juice
to rain down through

the forest.
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Joy

They touched
lightly like butterflies
dancing in soft petals

of desire
like sun

slowly warming skin
like flickering 
heart candles

and streams of warm water
and luminous tendrils

of tender vines
snaking over 

thigh and breast
waking longing

slowly
like flowers

opening

they were
sunlight

descending
on each other

through spring rain

they were
luminous, 
life giving

nectar
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filled with the
inevitable knowledge

that the sun rises
and the earth 

only turns
in one direction

they were
deep silent 

longing
half closed eyes
and open mouth

as his light
found her 

cool shadows
and opened
each dark,

empty space
to joy.
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Haitian Angel

That day at the airport
you looked like you were coming home from a war,
your face and leg all bruised and bandaged —
“no good deed goes unpunished”, we chuckled,
as we fell into each others arms and sobbed.

But there was an Angel on that mountain watching,
even when the brakes failed and spilled all 16 of you on the ground.
She sent an old black man with a pink mattress,
the color of her love, — (just in case we thought 
it might have been a coincidence)

and gently laid it in the back of a newer truck
(just in case you were nervous),
to cushion the wounds of those with broken bones,
and as you climbed into the front seat
with blood dripping down your forehead,

down the road, She already had a whole church praying 
and a helicopter waiting. And even though there were
no pillows in the hospital, there was a surgical team
from Canada, specializing in orthopedic surgery,
who just happened to be there.

(just in case you still thought it was a coincidence.)
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After 35 Years

1

They met.
They talked gently, 
staring at each other 
across the vastness of the kitchen table,
careful not to break anything,
while they pondered the places 
where each was stuck,
like moths in a spider web, 
hidden under a shady leaf.
They were delicate and kind to each other,
like Englishmen at tea.

2

They held nothing back.
(after 35 years they knew the exact location of each other’s sacred cows.)
They flew at each other with hammer and tong,
tore at each other’s clothes 
and clawed at the faces 
they had so carefully assembled
to meet an unkind world,
before they laid each other out, 
naked and raw,
and ravished each other
on that great king bed 
with no idea 
if this was their first 
or their last night together.
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Reactivity

Fire crackers of
annoyance pop

spreading fine acid
through our bellies

and chests
as we each take

stubborn
positions in
the trenches

of Right
and Wrong
and wage

nuclear war over
spilt milk.
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She Sat Like a Buddha 
In the Center of His Incompleteness

Great thunderheads of
purple mist caressed each valley

in her corpulent body
opening her skin

to voluptuous rivers
of pleasure

as she gently smiled
down through thighs

and calves
and marched up the hills

of her longing
before she dove

into his heart-cave
and sat like a Buddha in

the center of
his Incompleteness

where she breathed
delicate delight

through each space
in his body

until his organs
hung like stars 

on a moon-lit night
and he slowly turned

his heart-mind
like a galaxy
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and they both knew
they were 

forever lost
and forever found

because they
could no longer

distinguish their breath
from the wind
or their eyes

from the black centers
of sunflowers blooming

on a desert plain,
where a rooster crowed

and antelopes leapt

and they 
simultaneously understood
the error of ever thinking

they could be separate
from any of this

or from each other

while a great river
carved a canyon 
in their Beings

and rushed
them deep into
the ecstasy of

their Unknowing.
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Looking For You

Last night
I woke you from a deep sleep —
and you complained bitterly.

I was lonely.

You said I was selfish.

I turned away,

ashamed.

But then you took pity,

which was worse.

Some nights, 
I catch myself falling upwards
into something inexplicable
for hours.

Lost, 
I can only find myself
again in your eyes.
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The Monkey Rope

Like Queequeg and Ishmael
we live on a Monkey rope,
me, balanced precariously
on the back of the whale,
slippery with blubber and blood,
just a step away from the jaws of the sharks,
more helpless and dependent 
than I will ever admit or know,
and you, on deck
ready to heave me out of harms way,
knowing that you too
could be pulled over the edge —
both of us just a slip away
from chaos.
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Secrets

Orange and green light floated across the
sleek curve of a woman’s hips.
The voices at the bar are speaking in code.
I wonder how many of their secrets reach the light of day.
Not many, I think.

I order a Manhattan.
Soon I am floating too,
like the green and orange light, slightly above myself,
suddenly, thinking only about the parts that stay in the dark.

There are some things that must be left unspoken, in knitting a life together.
Yes, there are some colors that one must never use.
All marriages, discover this truth slowly.
Of course we rebel against that fact. But that’s just the way it is.

It’s a dangerous game, if the palette is too limited.
Mostly that hasn’t been true for us.
But there is a danger and suddenly I see it.
Maybe it’s the whiskey that opens my mind 
to the illusion that we really understand each other, 
that we are not the Unknown Other.
This lie has killed us slowly, leaving us alone in our deadly familiarity, bereft of Eros.

I hadn’t noticed before, that each year a little bit of our heat had left us.

Suddenly, I can’t stand it, and start to think of questions that have been buried for decades. 
“Remember, 25 years ago, when we were having such a hard time?”
“Yes” you answer, curious. 
“Did you ever...”
“Do I really want to know?” You look at me quizzically.
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“You’re drunk”, you say. 
“Yes, I am, but I really want to know.”
You try to dodge the bullet, but you won’t lie.

I think about shoving the Devil back in the box,
but he is writhing now, out in the air, gyrating like
Jumpin’ Jack Flash, really enjoying himself,
as my heart leaps up into my mouth.
You hesitate, and then I know the truth,
and watch with utter fascination, as my adrenaline
rises like a big wave in Hawaii. 
“Stay on that surfboard baby!” I yell,  
as I ride the curl. The water rains
down around me, suddenly cold and wet on my belly.
Thank heavens, I don’t fall. And as I slowly paddle into shore
I look up at you, startled to see that you are still smiling at me.

“So what about you, what about that time...” you say...
But it is without rancor that you bring the knife 
just close enough to my skin that I can feel the edge.  
I can see that you don’t really want to play this game — and there is no blood on the floor yet. 
We can both still save face and back away from the edge.

I look at you with renewed respect.
“This medicine is strong.” I say. 
“You’re drunk.” you say again. 
“Thank you for loving me.” I say, as I look up at a young  woman 
sensuously sliding across the room towards a man who is smiling from ear to ear.

In some strange way, I feel refreshed and excited,
as I look back and see you again, as if for the first time, and
I remember why I fell in love with you. Go figure…

We truly are Mysterious Beings.
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The Choice 

You look up at me
your face glowing,
full and satisfied,
and I
emptied,
in a good way
smile back.

For a moment
there is nothing else,
as all the pain
of this world
melts in our heat,
leaving only 
a warm ocean
of our juices.

It is hard to understand
the cruelty 
of how we forget each other.
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I shake my head
in gentle wonder,
and look back at you
in tender awe
at our choice 
to find each other
again and again,

and tremble
at how fragile 
that thread is.
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Lunch With a Beauty

I felt her energy leap when I kissed her cheek
her body suddenly buzzing, (as was mine).

Perhaps she did not know that I was attending so closely,
or that the hair on the back of my neck was standing at alert, 

or that I had been studying the shape of her mouth 
and the way her hair curled around the strong Greek lines of her face,

or that my nerves jumped like fish breaking the surface
when she spoke of her divorce,

or the price that she had paid for being beautiful
and how she had been knocked about by insensitive men,

who only seemed strong, but were too weak to truly steward her treasure, 
and who really just wanted to steal a few ingots and be done,

or how I wanted to tell her that she was really a descendant 
of a Goddess, who had lost her way in the underworld,

and how I wanted to take her in my arms 
and let Zeus’s lightning fly.

But I hadn’t the courage, or the foolishness, for I knew that I was just 
another thief, and that I could not pay the price of admission

(although I was digging in my pockets 
and anxiously counting my gold).
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So I held the stallions of my heart and body firmly in check
and whispered “stay still!”

and then firmly took their reins 
and guided myself back home

to you.
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The End Of Metaphysics

I don’t care if you loved me in the time of Jesus.

I want to know

if you can love me Now,
as we slowly watch the waves of time
eat up everything we have. 

I want to know

if you can bear the tidal wave of Loss
that will carry us into Vastness.

I want to know 

if you will hold onto the red thread of my smiling eyes
until that last moment when I let go of 

All This.

I don’t care if you were Zen Master Joshu.

I want to know 

if you can stay with me when our daughter leaves home
and my father grows so weak that it takes him five minutes 
to maneuver his legs into the seat of our car.

I want to know 
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if you can stay steady and calm in your mind and heart
at the edge of a cliff in the Andes, 
when the mountains swallow you whole and remind you 
that you are just a small speck.

I want to know

if you can bear the loneliness of holding onto your truth
when the world turns against you, and asks you to sell your soul.

I want to know

if you can 
resist the call of bitterness.

I want to know

if you can do all of this Now.

Now. 

Now. 

Now. 

And 

Now.
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Two Great Shores

Soft luminous 
blackness
enfolds its

velvet
rabbit ears

gently round
her heart 

pumping pure
poignancy
into arms
reaching 
for her 

grown daughter

while Time 
spreads its

oil on the water
of her life
and she

melts helplessly 
towards the 

 two great shores
that hold her 

so tenderly
inside a 
mystery 

that thankfully
she will never
understand
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and the ghosts
of her grandmothers’

mothers call her 
from one shore

and the sparkle of
her children’s,
children’s eyes

wave back at them
from the other,

and she,
blushing,

looks down at
the glassy water
to see crows feet

growing on
smiling eyes,

tastes a
salty tear,

and is
in awe

that she 
is that

 
important.
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Dancing Dust

In her ecstatic moan
I heard the moon goddess calling

as she soared into space
I discovered myself

as a tiny
speck of dust

happily dancing
in her

tail wind.
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IV.
Love and Grief
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If I Am Really Awake

If I am really awake,
I can’t help but notice
in the moment I say
 
I love you

that I have already lost you,
that our resonance
is a half truth,
that I will never fully understand you,
or you me,
and that we each sit
at the edge 
of a great chasm
connected by a fragile bridge.

If I am really awake
in the moment I say 

I love you

I am crushed 
by the certain knowledge
that I haven’t a sliver
of the maturity
it takes 
to mean what I say,
that the Gods
are laughing at me,
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and that 
if I am really honest
my idea of love is for infants,
for what I really want 
is for you to rescue me from
my aloneness.

If I am really awake
in the moment I say

I love you

a horrible wind
rises from the gap
between us 
and tosses me like crumpled paper
back to that brave and thoughtful Frenchman,
who realized with such startling clarity, 
that suicide was the only important question
and that there are only three real choices:
to die quickly, 
slowly,
or to choose to live,
in spite of this howling wind
and the gumption it takes
to stand alone on this 
precipice.

If I am really awake
when I say

I love you
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my heart breaks open
and reveals itself as an ocean
of compassion 
for the gap that
separates us.

If I am really awake,
I must forever
give up the illusion
that you will rescue me 
or I, you.

If I am really awake,
when I say
 
I love you

I recognize you
as that Awesome Other
whose very presence
shatters the sacred canopy
of my life
and leaves me standing
naked and vulnerable
in front of a mystery
I will never understand.

If I am really awake

I shake
with fear and trembling 
and 
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Celebration.

Yes, 
Celebration.

Celebration that I can say it,

and Celebration,
that I am choosing to say it
(in spite of all the odds) and 

Celebration,
for the Courage
it takes
to continue saying it,

yes,
 
and Celebration,
because, truly 
there is nothing else
worth saying.

I love you.
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The Howl

Last night,
I dreamt you died.

And I wailed
and raged

and despaired.

When I awoke,
my face wet with tears,

I was startled
to see you sleeping peacefully

beside me.

Tenderly, I kissed you.

You stroked my cheek and said,
“Go back to sleep, dear one,

it was only a dream.”

But as the light
silently crept beneath the window shade,

I knew you were wrong.

And I howled.

I howled
for the thousands of ways our love had already died,

for all the times that I had taken you for granted,
for the silences that our hearts had not yet learned to touch,

and for the endless little deaths
that were part of a lifetime of breathing together.
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I howled
not because you had died

but because our living
is shot through with dying,

because our daughter will leave us soon
and the world will not always understand her,

because my best friend’s wife is leaving him,

because my client is dying of cancer,

because my Aunt’s life ended suddenly
and meaninglessly in a car accident,

and because our lives began in betrayal,
when the doctors knife

separated us from the womb.

I howled

because I love
and have loved
and will love.

I howled

until I

was both

the loss
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and the Love

and the pain

and the Love,

and the torment,

and the Love,

and the rage,

and the Love

and the love,

and the Love.
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Tsunami

Sometimes in the middle of the worst grief
God comes to visit.

When I looked into those eyes 
that have lost so much,
that have arrived with nothing,
without shoes or luggage,

something cracked open,

and I knew with certainty
that this could have been me,
or my daughter,
or my wife,
arriving with nothing,
or worse,
not arriving at all,

as I carefully escorted you
from table to table
gathering a new pair of shoes
a shirt and a sweater,

and as you
dissolved in my arms,
with such gratitude,
I offered my body 
like a life raft.

An offering that somehow 
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I also understood,
was the greatest gift 
I had ever received.

Yes, sometimes in the middle of the worst grief,
God comes to visit.
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The Firm Ground of Grief

There are times
when the firm ground of grief
is the only place left to stand,

when all that is left
of a person you loved
are strange marks on a beach,

and even those will soon be washed away,

and the molecules 
that once rang so gaily
with your connection
have stopped singing,

and all that is left 
is a weird 

Stillness

that somehow 
also stinks of

Reality.

Yes, there are times,
when all of the mud
has finally settled,
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and the waters of your heart 
are finally pure,

(after all of those buckets of tears)

and the threads 
that once held 
a whole world together
have burned up,
when suddenly,
you find yourself

Open.

Yes, there are times like this, 
When you are strangely

Relieved

to be at the 
very beginning 
of things.

Again.
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If I Only Knew

If I only knew
when I received my degree
that I had just been given a passport
to a country

in which I would soon witness
such brokenness
and resilient strength,
and be thrown in
way over my head,

only to be belched out
onto islands  
of transformation
and momentary peace,

(before the mind’s demons
rose again)

perhaps I would have 
turned and walked the other way.
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Bucket of Crabs

When you go crab fishing,
you never have to put a lid on the bucket.

If one of those little buggers tries to escape
all the others quickly pull him down.

If only they worked together,
they would all be free in an instant!

Mostly, human beings are like that,
without a clue that the difference
between a life of freedom and imprisonment
is simply a helping hand! 
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Love’s Executioner

1.

So let it out.
The disappointment 
at how imperfect it all is —

Rage against the impossibility
of life fulfilling Love’s promises.

In this life
we must be both Love’s Executioner
and Lover
in the same breath.

In this life
we must understand
how generosity can be both 
cruel and kind.

2.

We have to make a decision.
To be something,
and not be something else.

The Soul doesn’t understand this.

3.

Smash up against the rocks of Form.
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We are born of that blood!

4.

Don’t run from your pain into the ten thousand intoxications!
Those joys will not survive the hour!

5.

There is no such thing as a perfect lover!

Or a perfect you!

Untold millions have died from these delusions!

Those longings are for children,
not for grown men and women!

6.

Look into the eyes of the extraordinary,
ordinary woman
sleeping beside you.

Look into the weary eyes
that gaze back at you each morning
when you brush your teeth.
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If you are looking any farther than that
you are a balloon floating in the clouds
waiting to be burst
in the first passing storm. 
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Life Will Keep Knocking

Friend — 
it is true, 
life will keep knocking 
at the door that you have shut so tightly.

The door that you believe 
is your only protection.

You have no idea,
do you,
what a dead end it is.

Friend — 
there is a fork in the road.

You choose.

It won’t be the last time that it is offered,
for life will not lose one of its own easily.

You see, life is as relentless as your despair.

Dear heart,
I know you don’t want anyone to see your tears.
I know that it is easier to run out of the room in a rage.

I have been there. 
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Final Wishes

When I die —
I want to leave

a Space,
through which the 

Infinite
pours like a river
and washes you 

Clean.

When I die —
I want to leave you

with the sure 
and unwavering knowledge

that I love you,
that I have always loved you,

and that I will never stop loving you.

When I die
I want all the realizations
that I have ever attained

 to sparkle in the air
of the empty space

that once held my form.

When you step into that Space,
may it be like sunshine and spring rain.
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 Inside of that prism
of fire and water

may you 
suddenly 

find yourself
feeling things,
too fierce even 

to imagine.
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V.
In Memory Of…
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In Memory of Mrs. A. 
for Lydia Abracheff, who opened my eyes to Art

I did not know what it meant to you
when I bounced into your art studio,
radiant with curiosity, thinking “profound” thoughts.

I had no idea what it meant to be old, or lonely,
or to sit and wait for someone to call,
or spend days caressing the folds of old memories
until they wear thin, like the thread of an old cashmere sweater.

I only knew there was an ancient kindness in your eyes,
that your voice was thick with mysteries that were wonderful,
that you had escaped a Czar and lived in Paris,
that you knew Katherine Hepburn,
and that I could listen to your stories forever.

I only knew that you respected and loved me unconditionally,
which was puzzling, but irresistible.

I did not know about the cycles of time.
That one’s child really does grow up so fast.
Or what it means to stand by someone you love for years
and grow that love into something truly valuable.

I did not know how fast we fly through it all.
Or about the consequences of choices.

No, I had no idea.
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I don’t know why I moved away from you when you got sick,
why my body instinctively cringed and took flight.
I did not know about hearts breaking,
or about the empty spaces that open 
when you look for someone’s eyes and no one is there.

I did not know what it would be like to hold my father’s hand
in an intensive care unit and wrestle his soul back from the edge.

Or see my best friend lose his wife.

Or watch my client die from cancer.

No.
I only knew that something scary was happening
and that maybe if I closed my innocent child’s eyes,

it would all go away.
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In Memory of Mr. A. 
for Nicolai Abracheff, my mysterious mentor

When you met me at the door
mathematical forms danced in the space.

Your body was Luminous.
You sparkled with Clarity.

I was so young, just seventeen,
but I had clearly stuck my nose into some dangerous places,
and awakened some powers that I didn’t understand.

You were 80, or maybe 90 — I never knew for sure. 
(You were always so mysterious about facts like those.)

I had known you for 5 years.
A long time in my young life.

I knew you were friends with Ouspensky,
and that you had traveled up the Amazon with some wild characters.

But in that moment, I realized that I knew
absolutely nothing about you,

as packets of power danced beneath your skin,
and each time you moved,
rays of light poured out from every joint of your body.

Quickly, you brushed away the confusions in my mind
from the occult spiritual books I had been reading
and the practices I had been doing.
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And like the sorcerer and the sorcerer’s apprentice
we sat long into the night.

You set me straight.

And from the depths of your kindness
you placed a northern star in my mind
that would guide me for a lifetime.

Thank you, dear man.
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Keep Smiling 
for Ron

I felt you leave that hot summer day,
saw your smile etched upon a clear blue sky

for an eternal moment,

and then the sun washed it away,
leaving only a space

through which Light poured
like a river of Grace.

I stood in that Light
and felt your Spirit bathing me,

saw your twinkling eyes
and drank the quiet certainty that was you,

for a long time…

until, filled with your tenderness
and awed by your humility,

I said goodbye to those strong hands
that were such extensions of your heart,

and those legs that had stood like tree trunks
on this good earth.
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And as I said goodbye,
I stepped into that space that once held your form

and your radiance washed me clean.

I knew that you had left us like you had lived,

without fear.
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Before Your Time

Our daughter was 17 when you bounced into our lives,
your body still too big for your mind to really fill.
You lay on our couch,
all six foot four of you,
carrot red hair, mischievous eyes, 
grinning at me like the son I never had.

You gave her a hickey in the car on the way to Canada.
So like you. Always pushing the boundaries.
This world never could fit you into its boxes.
Is that what we mean by a really bad case of ADHD?

You stood in our kitchen and called me “dude”.
Yo, I said, watch how you speak to your girlfriend’s father.
Show some respect.

It was four years ago on Thanksgiving that we first knew you were in real trouble.
We didn’t know how deep that trouble was.
It was only then that you finally started to be real about your problem.
I guess you never really made it past step one.

The ER doc said you could have died.
50 tabs of Robitussin.
You knew better. You had looked it up on the web.
“Only half a lethal dose, Michael.” you said.

Shmuck.

You ended up in the ER four more times before they sent you into rehab.
Everyone had such high hopes.
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Hell, we had all experimented a little when we were young.
You just went a little overboard.
A couple of years out and everything would be back on track.

We were wrong about that.

Shit.

Upper middle class kids aren’t supposed to do smack.
At least I didn’t think so.
I guess things have changed.

You asshole. You carrot-topped son-of-a-bitch.
You had to fly all the way to the sun, didn’t you?

Well, dude, it’s time to pack it in now.
Time to make the great journey.
You can’t take ANYTHING with you this time.
Not even the shirt on your back.
This isn’t like rehab.
There’s no coming back from this one.
Maybe it’s a relief for you, 
but we didn’t expect it would all be done so soon.

Shit.

Listen,
you big, beautiful S.O.B.
I love you.
God only knows why, but I do.

I wish you safe journey.
Head towards the White Light.
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Make haste, and for once, don’t get distracted.
Don’t hang out talking to spooks who have not moved on.
I’m serious.
It’s time.

Shit.



VI.
Darkness
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Relieve Me of The Smallness of My Life

Last night
the mountains
held my fragile body
like the sleepy hands of giants.

I heard them breathing.
 
Rivers, crickets, wind,

whispering,

go deeper,
 
go deeper.

Until,
poised on a precipice
I looked out,
into my own annihilation.

“Relieve me of the smallness of my life!” 
I shouted.

Slowly,
with sober resolve,

I jumped,

and tumbled 
like an old dry leaf
into the darkness.
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Night

The web of night
spun black and cold

and wet with the smell
of water

dripping off
crystals
growing

in silence.

Inside of that darkness
I found a well

that was deeper
than my tears.

Inside of
that well
I heard

You
whisper.
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Stand Still

When you are lost,

Stand Still

and know 
that the night air
is not lost,
nor the spiders
weaving their webs
in the armpits of the trees.

Stand Still 

and wait.

Wait 
until the rasping demons
of your mind
grow quiet.

Wait
until everything
that is not lost,

until the trees 
and rocks 
that buzz 
with the Knowledge
of their own 
Mystery,

find you.



VII.
Beloved: Reprise
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Soon

Soon,
I will be done with all of this leaving,

and rest,
my heart’s intentions finally stable

and unwavering,
in You.

Soon,
the light around my body
will cease fluctuating with 

every emotional wind,
as I climb into

this luminous egg and

Remember

with such ferocity
that my soul will check
its doubting at the door

Forever.

Soon,
I will look into Your eyes
and all of my questions

will be answered 
with a single glance

as I fall upward
into the depths

of You.
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Soon,
I will give up

chasing after money 
and women

and melt
into Your enigmatic smile,

that tells me 
Everything

and Nothing.

Soon,
 I will drop all of 

my masks 
at Your door 

as a humble offering
and stand naked 
in front of You.

Soon,
I will recognize

with stunning clarity
that I barely know You,

even after years of loving You,
and that I will never know You,

and somehow recognize
that this, is

truly 

Magnificent.
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Kali’s Dance

After my fingers
brushed those chimes,

I heard singing 
coming from deep 

in sea caves

(even mermaids
have forgotten 

the words)

that rose up 
like mother’s milk

to nourish me, 

as I rested
in the great 
green grass

of Your arms
and melted 

in the coolness
of Your shadows, 

unaware
that I barely knew You,

or that Your Double
was a wild witch

that would soon rise
flaming from Your depths

to burn me to a crisp,
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blow my ashes to
the four directions

with a great 

exhale
 

and then 

inhale 

the stardust of me 

into Deep,

Luminous,

Blackness.
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Take It All

In the center of me 
is a barrel
filled with 
Emptiness.

Each morning 
I circle it,
carving a line
through the mud 
of my self-deception,
so that maybe a small glimmer
of You might reach me.

Yesterday, I dreamt
Your nuns stole my fathers sculpture 
and leveled my deck.

Help me understand your madness!

You just smiled 
and offered me a cup of nectar.

I sipped it, and then You invited me to bed.

As I lay in Your arms
You stole what was left from my yard
and opened a Love-well
in the center of my chest.

I looked into Your eyes 
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and smiled at my error.
How silly of me to make anything
More important than loving You.

Take it all! Take it now! Before I wake up! 
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Whirling Dervish

This morning
I discovered a Silence

in the center of my belly
that was pregnant
with Emptiness.

So pregnant,
that all galaxies

floated inside of it
like tiny particles 

of dust.

Inside this
 

Silence

was a key
that unlocked
even the doors
I had not yet 

imagined. 

Inside of this 

Silence

was a beautiful Bird
longing for her freedom
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and a Drum
that no-one in this world

has ever heard.

I followed its rhythm
and soon

I was whirling
like a Dervish.
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Zen

Deep in Nothingness
I forgot my name,
my address, 
my profession. 

I was floating.

Off the grid.

In that vast peace,
I thought I had arrived.
 
Until I noticed,

I wanted to stay there forever.

The Spiritual Ego is so selfish.

If you lose your way in Emptiness,
you will break your Bodhisatva vow.

Without your name, you will be useless 
to alleviate the suffering of your time.

Living in the Void is as much a mistake as living in History.

Open both your eyes! 

Remember that Form and Emptiness are one!

I am so far from the Egoless Ego!
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VIII.
Your Face in The World

Poems from Mexico, Japan, 
Peru and Greece
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Mexico

Mexican Magic

These walls know secrets 
that cannot be spoken.
They have been blessed with the sensitivities of Brujos
and the visions of the Huicholes.
When their colors strike my body
I ring like church bells.

The Fabrica Aurora has an open house on Saturday.
Come in vestidos blancos.

It will be a gathering of the Creative,
of all those that are Awakening to Presence.

Come and be blessed
by the regalo de Dios,

by each other’s company,

by your stories of how you got here.

Come, celebrate the paths that have helped you to understand,
finally and thankfully,
what is truly 

meaningful.
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The Desert

In the desert
it is so quiet.

listen…

Something
emerges.

The sound of a lone bird.

Ah!

Inner  Dissolving

Each morning,
on my roof deck,
I watch
my tension

dissolve

into

Silence.
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Jesus in the Mercado

In the market
A statue of Jesus said
“es lo que es, esta lo que esta.”

Dissolve your rage,
dear heart,
life owes you nothing.
What is, is.
What was, was.
See things as they are,
not as you wish they were.

Then maybe 
your Saviour
will come
and bless you
with His 
ruthless compassion.
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Chasing Picasso

All Summer long
we chased Picasso and his tribe

down narrow cobblestone streets
hoping to catch a glimmer 

of his greatness
in the reflecting pool

of our hearts.
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The Light in Mexico

The light in Mexico
 burned away
all my ideas

of past
and future

until 
I remembered

to take
a long,

full
breath

and 
finally,

completely

exhale.
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The Tourists Have Gone

The tourists have all gone,
frightened by the violence at the border,
leaving the town
dissolving into quiet.

Gently,
I fall
into the silent spaces
that had been obscured
by their shadows.
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A Rag-Taggle Bunch

All through the night
we danced.

A rag-taggle bunch,
propping each other up

as we gyrated
to the beat of a drum

and the strum of the guitar.
 

Yes, we were a bunch 
of ordinary bums

calling the sleeping
villagers to

Remember

that even in
the midst of misery

there is

Magnificence.
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Melting

Today,
I walked these cobble stoned streets,
and melted into these Mexican walls.

Today, I watched as the very idea of Me 
disappeared into the songs of the mariachis.

Today, I finally relaxed,
so grateful that
I was no longer

burdened
with carting

“Me”
around.
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Greece

Bliss Wave

When the light
of that Greek sun

lit the lamp of my heart
I saw you melt

like snow on water

and slowly
gathered you in my arms

as we rode 
a great wave
that took us
far out to sea

away from everything
we knew

or could even 
imagine.
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Thank You Zeus

Sometime in the middle of my journey,
weary of carrying the great sack of my responsibilities,

embarrassed by my middle aged fat
that sang out to the world that I was stressed out and successful,

(and that I had almost entirely forgotten,
or even truly knew, the Light of me anymore)

Zeus took pity,
and visited me as an Athenian pickpocket,

leaving me without credit cards or cash,
in a strange city.

Sincerely, I thanked Him,
(and then my wife, for retaining her plastic)

as I boarded the ferry for Paros
and the sun began to work on me,

and I, reappeared
to me, 

He sighed,
so relieved,

to know Himself again
as the

sparkle in
my eye.
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The Cliffs of Santorini

Wake me up tomorrow
as a Greek philosopher

walking the cliffs of Santorini,

Do it now!
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Unwinding

Magnificent magenta
petals popped pearly

and soft over
the ledges of my heart

as I spilled over
into the luminous luxury

of time without duties

that spread
savannah-like
in front of me,
opening pores

pickled in the push
of big American cities,

mysteriously melting
 tension in my heart

and liver
and opening each joint 

and bone
to living simply

as I leapt out of the
tangle of my obligations

and dove into
the cerulean blue

of that Big 
Mediterranean Sky.
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Japan

Onsen 
(hot springs)

Yesterday
I lowered my body
into the boiling water
that rises from deep in this land
and prayed that the poison I carry
from so many years of self deception
be washed away.

That night
my phallus rose
in full salute for hours
to celebrate my purity.
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The Deer in Nara

His antlers kept poking me,
asking for more rice cakes.

When I gave him all that I had
he nipped my arm,

reminding me again,
what a greedy bastard
the animal inside me is.

Hungry Buddha

This morning
I stood before a hungry Buddha

whose face was pitch black
and whose eyes,

were so luminous
with the light of Nothingness,

that they drew me
into a great swirling.

As the wind of his breath
tore away my clothes
I discovered myself

naked and
bowing

with
astonishment.
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Kinkakuji

In that garden
I discovered a silence

so vast
that it swallowed me whole

leaving only my teeth and hair
for the birds to ponder.
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Otoosan 
(father)

1.
The spirit of Japan
suddenly revealed itself to me
with such clarity.
I realized I had just stepped
into a Kabuki two step
that has been going on for centuries.

In my father-in-law’s face
I see the Tao of this.

He understands
his place in the order of things,
like an old and wizened Bonsai.

I envy his sense of Hara.

His mind reflects the wisdom and vitality 
of Confucious and Bushido.
He is a master at the ancient game of Go.
He writes poetry and does calligraphy.
And at 83, he has only slowed down,
his body has not hardened and
he still squats when we play cards.

His daughter watches him with such care
and good humor.

For a moment,
I know this radiance that has walked beside me
as a flower pulled from its native soil.
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2.
There are so few fat people here.
The land of the dollar 
is afflicted with an epidemic of obesity.

I wish this was just a disease of our bodies.
But it is much deeper then that.

The noisy competition of so many differences,
has thrown us off our center.

America, the land where the sacred canopies
of so many traditions have been torn apart
and haphazardly cobbled together.

America, the land that is held together 
by the idealistic hope
that somehow 
we will be able to see past our differences.

We are still so young.

3.
And who am I?
a Jew-Bu,
searching through this lands ancient texts.
Who am I, to think I could really understand this?

An imposter. That’s what I am.

How could I ever, truly,
understand my father-in-law’s
sense of Hara?
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Zen Tourist

It is better to see one temple
and really see it
then to rush from Kinkakuji, 
to Ryoanji, 
to Kiyomizu-dera.

I left the camera I took those pictures with
at a bus stop in Kyoto. 

When I opened my bags 
to show off my photos
there was 

Nothing

but embarrassment
at the grasping fool
that I am.
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30 Years Ago

Thirty years ago,
I woke at three in the morning,
on a tatami mat in Yokohama,
with the earth shaking and plates 
falling off the shelves.

The awesome Other
had just fired a thunderous warning shot 
across my fragile body,
reminding me 
that She could take everything 
away in an instant.

Today, I lay down in that same room
And understood 
that the Zen Monk and the Tzadik
are both trying to make peace
with the same fearsome Angel.
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Kyoto

For days now
my heart has been quiet
only the sound of my breath
echoes in this vastness.
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Peru

A Peruvian Prayer

I want to live like that Peruvian Shaman,
fearless of the vastness, walking close to the edge,

knowing, just how small my life is
when measured against a mountain.

I want to conquer my fear of falling 
into the majesty of this valley

and let my trembling legs dissolve
until I discover myself

as a rocky ledge 
leaning out into space.

I want to listen, to that old Indian whisper

“There is nothing here, amigo. 
No place to go, no race to win. 
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Stop your doing!

Let go.

Trust.”

I want to climb into his eyes 

and be swallowed

by Awe.
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Peruvian Footsteps

Early morning 
in Ollantaytambo

I hear the footsteps of the Ancients
walking through these valleys
and the thoughtful beat of a drum

calling my Macdonalds’ crazed,
supersize me, mind,
back to sobriety.
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The Andes

Those mountains will be with me now.

Always.

Those mountains,

made me feel like nothing,

made me feel enormous,

shattered me with their majesty,

and humbled me with their cruelty.

Those mountains will be with me,

when you come to see me in my office,

their hugeness, dwarfing your problems and mine.

When you look in my eyes, perhaps you will see them too.

Perhaps, you too will hear the cry of that condor on that peak high above the Urabamba,

and hear the soft footsteps of an ancient Andean woman.

Perhaps you too,

will forget,
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will remember,

will open to something,

and close to something else,

and have your

mind,

totally,

blown.
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Magical Trees

You have no idea,
do you,

that these trees are magical,

and that they witness our folly
with an equanimity

that puts the Buddha
to shame!
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Coming Home

A.M. (After Mexico)  
dedicated to Chuang Tzu and all butterflies dreaming they are men

Night stretched out, a lazy cat in memory’s mansion
As the morning sun shattered the fragile lace of his dreams.

He stood naked, cool September air nipping at chest and back,
wondering if somewhere he had had taken a wrong turn. 

(He faintly recollected being a woman or a dog,
or maybe a pine tree…)

He felt Oriental carpets beneath his feet, rubbed his eyes, slapped his cheeks.

He awoke in his dreams and slept through his first week of work. 

He blessed Chuang Tzu and all butterflies dreaming they were men.

He prayed to the Sage for clarity. The Old Man laughed.

He listened to cars and ambulances.

He chanted Boston, clients, mortgage payments, like a mantra.

He clung to the cocoon of Summer. 

He found his way into his Double’s kitchen and saw the pile of dishes someone had left, (not him, 
surely…)
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He squinted at the woman standing there and wondered if she too had taken a wrong turn.

She looked back at him with clear eyes and wry smile, and wondered only, if he still remembered 
how to make her Cappuccino.
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IX.
Papa Bear
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Papa Bear

So,
Papa bear
you’re walking slower now
as you contemplate that final trek up the great mountain,

back to the beginning.

I understand.

When I get there, 
I think that I will slow down too.

You’re resting more these days.
Looking for comfortable seats
in those high passes.
Watching the condors
as they circle around the craggy ledges.
Looking out at the vastness.

Take your time.
You’ve earned it.

What a life you have led!
Look at the souls that have gathered around you!
Take them in!
Sure, I know that it has taken you some time to soften.

Has love finally dissolved your fear?
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Are you ready for the journey?
That trek for which all of our other journeys are just practicing?

What do you see from your high perch?
It wasn’t easy to get there, I know.
It’s taken quite a toll on your knees and heart.

But it’s not really about the body. You know that.
This is just another resting place.

Tell us again what is really important!
So many of us have lost our way,
gone down dead ends,
hoarded fool’s gold,
and forgotten where the real treasure is.
Can you remind us?

I want you to know what an honor it is to be on this journey with you.
I want you to know
that you are not just a father and mentor to me now,

you are also a friend.

As you catch the wind that carries you into your ninth decade,
and as your keen eyes pierce through the illusions 
that you have been helping us all to shed,
keep telling us what you are discovering

We are listening!
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Not Yet

My father fell out of bed last night,
a stuck bug struggling in the tar
of his old bones, crushed by the weight 
of eighty five years of too much loving.

He screamed silently — you see his voice had failed him too,
like in one of those dreams where you can’t move —

He threw his intention deep into the bowels of the house,
searching the roots of the trees for their secret sap 
that might help him find his strength again.
Those trees had stood for centuries guarding the family’s happiness.

Push, push! My mother rasped, but his arms were weak as spaghetti.

Through tear rimmed eyes 
she pulled at him 
with arms worn down by too much loving.

They wove their thoughts together into a blanket 
and wrapped him slowly from head to toe, as they
wordlessly prayed to a nameless God, until,

he grunted, 
and dimly remembered, 
as if hearing music in a distant room, 
those years of gazing into her eyes, 
their children’s laughter, 
the smell of challah French toast on Sunday morning, 
the books he had written, 
the students he had taught, and
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somewhere deep in the earth, a creature awoke, 
who breathed strength into those four good arms,

so worn down by too much loving, 

and they pushed and pulled, 
and pushed and pulled, 
and dragged those old bones up from the floor, 
and knew,

not yet, 
not yet, 
not yet,

NOT YET!
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I Will Watch the Doors Now

I look over at you
— my Father —
your eyes scared and confused,
your shoulders hunched protectively 
around your heart,
your breath labored.

Part of you is totally lucid.
Watching,
as your body slowly betrays you,
furious at the creeping conspiracy
that you are fighting.

Each morning
you line your pills up,
like little soldiers.

In your weary face, suddenly —
I see,
as if for this first time,

(yes, I have heard the stories
but I don’t think I ever really knew
like I do right now)

the twisted shape that is
the record of your wars
with your mother and sister.
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And I know,
I mean really know,
how deeply you had to bury
the impish, innocent and beautiful boy
that might have loved and been loved 
without ambivalence.

I see all of this
and then,
unexpectedly,
from deep inside of me,
I hear you sob,
great big gasping sobs
like a dam bursting.

You can’t hold on anymore.

I feel at once grateful and uncomfortable,
as I hold you with my eyes
and wrap you in my tenderness
and tell you that I love you.

You can stop watching the doors now,
I say,
I will do that now,
for I am a grown man,
with a child of my own,
and know how to protect someone
from the terrors of the night.

Yes, I know how to unfold my Being 
like a great billowing tent
under which you can find shelter.
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I can only imagine how painfully sweet 
this must be for you
and what you have to give up 
to allow me to protect you like this.

Yes, dear boy,
I whisper,
I will be your champion now.
I will watch the doors
like you did for me.

And in a flash,
I know again how hard you worked to protect me
from the chaos of this world,
and how hard you had tried to shield me
from the violence of your own demons, 
and what it had cost you and me.

And though you have not asked for it,

I forgive you,

for the ways that your fear and rage
leaked out and wounded me,
for the ways that you tried to control me 
with your judgments and opinions,
and for the ways that you missed me.

But most of all, 
I forgive you
for how you withheld your pain.

None of this matters now.
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For now I see your tears.

Now you are giving me your greatest gift.
Now you are allowing me to love you,
not as the superhero I once thought you were,
or the brilliant professor,
or the mentor,
or the great, intuitive, spiritual guide.
No, as someone far greater then all of that.
Now, finally,
you are strong enough to show me your fragility and your innocence.
And now, finally, 
I am strong enough to see it without judgment.

We look at each other with such tenderness,
Superman and Mighty Mouse,
facing a war we know we cannot win.

I fill with gratitude
from the bottom of my belly
as I say again and again,
from the strength of the father that I now am,

I love you,
fiercely and openly
and without ambivalence.

Which is also a miracle.

and that finally,

(and this I can barely let myself know)
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I understand you.

Yes, dear man,
I will watch the doors now
like you did for me.

I will watch
so you can turn your attention elsewhere
and find the courage to wrestle 
with your Angels and your Demons.

And yes, 
when the time comes,
I will watch the doors,
so you can enter your secret room
and talk with God.



X.
Beloved (again)
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Hidden Giant

Last night,
You peeled off my tension
like tight fitting clothes,

rolled out
the soft dough 

of my body
on the great
flying carpet
I call my bed,
and the yeast

of a hidden giant
expanded every cell

of me,

before You
kneaded me out again,
shaped me into a loaf
and tenderly placed

me in Your oven.

The fragrance of me
filled the town,

traveled to the stars,
and tickled the tops

of mountains,

where I became
pulsing light,
looking down

in wonder
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that I could
ever have believed

I was that poor
anxious fellow

who worried
about paying
off his house
and having

enough money 
to retire.
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This Morning I Was Delighted

This morning 
I realized with painful clarity
the power of my choices.

Suddenly, I knew
that every thought
is either a brick in a palace
or a stone in a prison cell.

This morning 
I realized how responsible I am,
and that whole worlds vanish
and come into existence
with the turning of my 

Attention.

This morning
I chose to
focus on 
You.

This morning

I was delighted.
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Gratitude

If you sit still
long enough
you will realize 
that you are 

Open Space,

that nothing sticks to you,

that all of the positions
you have defended 
are merely icebergs 
floating in a warm sea,
 
and that in fact,
what you call your self
is only a splash of color, 
a hair’s breadth
away from the waves.

And if you sit 
just a little longer
and grasp at nothing,
not even at your own grasping,
you will notice,
that you are floating 
in a sea of

Gratitude
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singing through every molecule,
arranging and rearranging itself
in a dance 
that has no limit.
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Eyes on the Prize

If you want to be Conscious,
your Desire for the Light
must be greater then all other desires.

All other lovers
are only reflections 
of the Divine Beloved.

All other desires 
are only the children
of your lovemaking with Her.

Be careful my friend.
Do not confuse 
your Wife with her Children.
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Beloved

Call

All day long I think about You
and at night
when I close my eyes
I am searching only for You.

In the morning I wake
in beautiful rooms 
filled with delight
until I realize 
that You are not there,
and I weep.

In the streets,
all I find are imposters
pretending to be You.

Sometimes I catch a glimpse of Your hair,
or the sparkle of Your eyes
reflected in a truly pure soul
and I run, breathless, to catch You,
only to find myself embarassed,
in front of another pretender.

Sometimes, when I am truly Still,
a pearl from Your necklace emerges
in the center of my chest
and I marvel at its beauty for hours.
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Mostly, I am a blind man.
Feeling my way along alleyways
without a clue.

Response

Dear sweet man,
Every day I watch 
my doorstep for the distinctive
shape of your shadow.

From my rooftop
I track your progress,
painfully observing your choices
as you wander the streets,
wondering, 
should you go left or right.

I am always trying to help you,
dropping a red thread from my shirt
at midnight as I walk the streets.
I hope you find it soon!

Sometimes I notice your eyes sparkling
as you catch my scent,
but inevitably you become distracted by lesser beauties.
Maybe some part of you still believes they are the real deal!

Each day, I send medicine
to strengthen you.
I watch you take it 
and for a moment
you get stronger.
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But the next minute you are sitting at the bar,
undoing everything!

Dear sweet man, when will you learn!
I am not to be found in money, or beautiful things,
or women, or books, or sunlight or mountains,
or even in teachers or temples.
These things only carry my fragrance.
But don’t get enchanted with them or you will miss the point! 
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Serenity

The serenity
of the forest

called me

deep in its magic
I dared
to trust.
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XI.
And Now for Something 
Completely Different…
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Escaping Vertical Coffins

leaping onto crisp green plateaus punctuated by dandelions
cool green sky searched to complete 
dreams so cruelly interrupted by earths turning
and purple pomegranates popped
driplysticky juice over buzzing bees while

I watched her corn husk braids turn their back 
on Lima’s harbor to climb the Inca trail 
only to discover that she yearned for the great phalluses
of cacti that were reaching out to penetrate mother sky
and that each day the sun rose without a stitch of clothing on

screaming, “Too soon! Too soon! I am not yet ready for company!”
before she slid her cool red lips around that great magnetic monolith 
and laughed at the dog prancing like a horse
through the puddles of her benevolence, while lifting his nose 
exclaiming “I know Winter is hiding here somewhere!”

and midday baked the piles of bricks
that were stacked like the femurs
of ancient warriors that had once stood strong and tall
and dared to escape the vertical coffins 
of their fathers farms…forever.
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We Were Fighting That Year

We were fighting that year. 
The smell of rotten fish and garlic rose from the garbage disposal.
Sometimes a cow really will jump over the moon,
and the brakes of a truck will fail on a mountain road in Haiti.
And souls really will break, 
like cracked eggs drooling across the kitchen floor,
and married couples really will sing
Hallelujah, hallelujah, hallelujah —
no more walking on those eggs anymore!

We were fighting that year. 
Can a karate master really shatter bricks with her forehead?
Today, yes today, really was her day to go plumb loco with wine tasting and know without a 
doubt that those grapes really did come from a dry, shady hill in Italy that was almost ruined by 
drought in ’86 
before, she slid down a hill on thin ice and
laughing like a kabuki player 
belted out ancient texts from a radio station in Yokohama and 
the garbage stank so badly in New York City 
that she closed all the windows 
and wore a gas mask to do the shopping.

We were fighting that year. Can’t you tell?
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Tequila Sunrise

Learned Lilliputians were gently wrapping the gauze
of their little lap-top leftovers
around a giant’s fat feet until all of Neptune’s 
turtles awoke like hornets at the bottom 
of the sea and flew upward with 
great gaping mouths hungry for flying fish

while we, trembling with disbelief
dove into the sparkling
cerulean blue sky of summers openness
and danced to soul trains of angels 
disguising themselves as luminous quarks
as they loaded up the agave plants 
with liquid lightning to blow our minds,

and danced in the Jardin
to the hip up music of earnest young men
who dreamt only of becoming wetbacks and
living the American dream that we were
fleeing, and wondered if the laughing 
lollipop lusciousness  of our livers
could possibly endure this fine pickle of fun.
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I Finally Understood

Perfect pink pandemonium
plowed up her street

as she tickled Tom’s insteps
and totally topped out her high notes
in the cloudy sky over a sleepy town

where an owl crooned cautiously
at the wrong time of day
before he flew too close 
to Zeus’ flaming heart

and plummeted like a fallen angel onto
the soft white sands of an African island

where drumbeats echoed between mountains
and miracles melted off ice cream cones

all dripping and sticky in the hands
of little girls on hot summer days

before I finally escaped
the prisons of sense

to smell the clean air
at dawn when I climbed

a twenty two thousand foot
Bolivian peak with the

mayor of a small Andean town
and hummingbird’s wings

beat quicker
than an old man’s heart

and plunged
their needle-like beaks
into the sugary water

I had so carefully mixed
and a ghost melted
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back into the walls
of an old adobe brick house

and I stood on a cliff
astonished and awed

and finally understood
that I

know nothing
at all.
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All He Really Wanted

The cold sub-zero air slapped his face like an old woman 
waking him rudely from the trance of his self-centeredness 
demanding that he finally see that the only way out 

was through the cave yawning in front of him like a dragons mouth, 
even though All he yearned for was the crisp clarity of normalcy, 
and All he rebelled against was his old Taoist master who

held his head beneath the water screaming 
“Is your breath interesting to you now, asshole!”,
and All he knew was that he must enter 

the discipline of his right brain wholly, 
even though All he could do was think in straight lines and squares, 
and All that he hated was the Zen simplicity of his wife,  

and All that he REALLY wanted was to be Utterly American and boring 
and eat a burger with fries on a hot summer day 
in Iowa at Burger King.
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Come Save Me!

She looked shyly from behind her Mother’s skirts, too full
of her own voluptuousness to trust her words

as she whispered to the teapot, just before it whistled
“Come save me! Save me all you white knights!”

on a stormy steppe in Russia where she 
had abandoned all hope, 

and shivered deep in furry boots,
staring at the Northern Lights wondering, 

is He, the promised of ages, ever going to come

to relieve her trembling ignorance, 
while she gazed into blackness, 

not knowing  if the sun would rise again
or burn her into crisp clean lines again

or form her into something 
she could actually believe in, again,

like the smell of jasmine 
on a hillside in Mexico,

or the sand stuck between her toes 
on a beach in Costa Rica,

or the exciting feeling of longing
marching from 

genitals to crown,

until suddenly,
she slid like a monkey

on a greased pole
down
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into 
Aliveness 

and 
Wonder 

and
was 

christened
with 
the

Luminous 
Darkness

of 

Silence.



XII.
Moments and Reflections
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Dancing With You Was Better Than Chocolate 
for N.

Your body was like a leopard
muscled and sleek
each curve taut and smiling with vitality
daring me to follow you
just a little farther

my civilized mind growing dim
not really knowing, or caring,
where the line fell 
between the gentle undulation
of the animal and the educated man
who writes poems and paints
and listens to people’s problems,

as I felt the thin membrane 
of our clothing
separating us, 
just barely, 
from doing something
that I would regret 
and wondered 
if anyone was watching

as our thighs slid together
and we slipped into another world,
following the scent 
of something old and burning,
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the afterglow of a Goddess 
who had met a Centaur
ten thousand years ago on this very spot,
leaving a hollow filled 
with a strange alchemy.

I wondered if it was truly fair 
to get so close 
to something so sacred 
when we were only playing,

but then, you said you had no regrets
and truthfully, neither did I

as we slipped again
into a pool of sweetness
and flowed into one rolling rhythm
and closed our eyes
and forgot our names
and listened only 
to the dark pulse of our blood
and to the sound 
of our bones melting,
and knew 
what our ancestors knew,

until gently, you pushed me away
with a chaste and grateful kiss. 
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Ode to Aude

Irresistible,
your eyes sparkled 
with such unapologetic adoration,
that I gasped for breath,
suddenly off balance
in the watery curl
of your smile.

Dammit, you were 25, less than half my age, 
I cried,
as I helplessly watched 
the rising heat in my loins,

and my wife stared at me across the table,
shaking her head,

laughing at my helplessness.

I tried to pull myself back, 
and pretend it never happened,
but it was too late,

a secret a part of me was already out there, 
energy unfurled like a great sail,
checking the strength of the wind
to see if it had enough force to take me there,

(OK maybe not so secret.)
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as I struggled to find some rationalization 
that I could actually believe,
and prayed you would tone it down.

But you were too young, too natural,
and too full of your own heart 
to even know that you had stepped out of bounds,

so I had to take it on myself 
and be the adult for both of us, 

shit, I mumbled

as I slowly picked myself up,
ran into the Mediterranean

and hoped that the cool water
would knock some sense into me.

(or maybe make me senseless enough
not to care.)
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Soul Child

She crept slowly 
through the house,
the floor boards creaked
and the wind rattled the window panes
as she searched for her soul child.

Somewhere that little one
had gotten lost,
slipped through a crack in the wall
like a vapor 
when she wasn’t paying attention.

She left little pieces of chocolate
in the corners of rooms
hoping the kid would show up,
that she would accept her apology 
and not hold a grudge.

Although she knew this was probably too much to ask.

Children are so easily hurt, you know,
they tend to take things very personally.

Like being ignored for years.

Little things like that.

Sometimes in the dead of night,
she caught a glimpse of the little one.
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One morning,
she noticed a piece of chocolate was gone.

She left notes:
“Please forgive me!” she wrote 
in ten thousand different ways.

One evening the kid showed up,
sitting, arms folded, at the kitchen table,
scowling, demanding an explanation.

There was nothing she could say, really,
as she carefully,
with tears in her eyes,
knelt down on the cold linoleum floor,
put her head on the old tiles,
and vowed not to lift it,
until, ever so gently
the child
touched her shoulder,
in silent recognition 
of her sincerity.
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Her Eyes

That child’s eyes,
the daughter of a prostitute —

had witnessed 
more brokenness 
in ten years
then I had
in fifty.

And yet,
she was still choosing life,
still choosing to see beauty.

No,
to Be Beauty.

I quake with awe
at how little 
I know
about who we
really are.

Acts of Beauty

In every act of Beauty,
something of the Soul’s 

Infinite Possibility
is recovered.

But never fully.

That is not possible 
in this body.
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The Whispers of Rubies

I went slowly through the fields of her mind
careful not to step on the flowers
or even damage a spider web — it felt that delicate

as she emerged from the shadows
and searched for the red thread
that could lead her out of her maze —

a Buddhist nun walking deliberately,
in the shadows of a pine tree, 
listening to her heart intone like a church bell,

calling her away from the finger prints disappointment had left
in the soft wax of her soul. She looked shyly from behind a rock, 
her eyes flaming with a hope that she could only barely 

let herself feel, after several false starts with charming but incompetent men. In stillness, she 
listened again to that steady drumbeat, and the intention that grew like grass beneath her feet

taking her forward into something more sure.
She knew I had stowed a piece of her soul 
deep in a secret place in my chest and that I would keep it there 

for as long as it didn’t hurt her pride, and that I would sit beside her, for as long she allowed,  and 
for as long as it took her to sort through the pile of sand that was mixed with tiny gems 

(only she could tell the difference) and watch over her 
as she scooped up those fine white grains in two hands that were stronger and more sure then 
she knew, closed her eyes, 

and listened for the whispers of rubies.
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Yo Yvonne! 
for Yvonne Agazarian who taught me how to ‘think and see systems’ (and so much more!)

Yo, Yvonne!

So this is what you saw
when the whole vision dropped down
in that flash of insight
so many years ago.

It took a long time to remember it,
I know,
to really get it right.

Yo, Yvonne!

The Genie chose wisely
when she spied you from up on high.
Who else could have been stubborn enough to work the vision through?
Determined enough to dot every I and cross every T?

Yo, Yvonne!

We are so honored to have shared this vision with you.
We know how dense we are!
How long it took you to knock these ideas through our thick skulls!
And how bitterly we have complained!
Thank you for being patient with us.
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Yo Yvonne!

So you are 80 now, huh?
Where did the time go?
It will take us a lifetime to digest the impact of your Presence,
to truly understand your Ruthless Compassion.
We are so honored to have spent these years with you!
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At Seventeen I Had to Go

Yesterday
you brought me 
a kaleidoscope of my wild youth.
Strange, I did not realize
how deep my compulsion was to break the mold.

I thought I was so good!

Now I see 
my search
for the clear blue sky
is ancient,

even though
in middle age 
I am terrified of heights
and have to crawl back 
from the edge of the Grand Canyon -

At seventeen
I had no idea
why the adults gasped 
and tried to pull me down to earth
as I hurtled towards
the Great Space.

At seventeen,
I did not know that voyage 
requires the most discipline of all.
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At seventeen,
I only knew that I was Called,
that I would not be controlled,
and that the world misunderstood me.

At seventeen,
I only knew 
I had to go.
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Teenagers

Right now,
open,

skittish,
jumping from stone to stone

dancing to the song
of their own curiosity

their bodies
responding

to the beating
of their 

heart-drums

calling them to explore
something they cannot yet name,

like sunlight calling fish
to break the surface of the water,

as they look out
in wonder

at these mountains,
breathe salty air,

sit on ancient stones,
and have not

the vaguest idea
of how truly fragile 

they are.
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The Fox

The fox
sits, still and cold,

looking at the woods
through yellow eyes.

She does not expect
the forest to serve her

a hot meal,
or to magically shelter her

from the snow.

No, she is wiser than that.

She does not worry
if God loves her,

or if the Devil is chasing her
for the sins of her youth.

Her instincts are too keen
to allow such nonsense.

She knows the world
is neither cruel nor kind,

and that her birth
brought no promises with it.

She knows
that the harsh wind

is not driven by any personal vendetta.
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And yet, she loves her pups,
and protects them.

And at the end of each winter,
I imagine,

that in her own way,
she too, is thankful.
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God Save Me From Spiritual Teachers

God save me from spiritual teachers
who tell me to annihilate my personality 
rather than perfect it,
and give me practices,
that throw me into a fire
of ecstatic madness
that leave me ungrounded
for months.

God save me from spiritual geniuses
who promise salvation,
if only I die to my own life
and be reborn into theirs.

God help me to cultivate 
a spirituality of the boringly sane,
of soft, yin shadows
and gentle conversations
about basketball and children.

God help me to grieve 
the arrogance of my imagination
for ever wanting to become like Christ
or Milarepa, or Moses.

God help me to keep 
the great serpent living at the bottom of my spine
from waking and frying my nervous system
with insomnia and anxiety.
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God help me to always sleep deeply at night
and to enjoy the simple pleasures
of chopping vegetables
and annoying my wife.
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Respect

I respect
the fellow
who rages

when he gives the Man his due,
who doesn’t lie

about the compromises
he makes every day,

who plays
the Great Game

with impeccable fire
and never

loses heart.

I love
the man

who lusts
after that sweet spot

where inner
and outer

finally
come together

in perfect
harmony.

I admire
the man

who sings
with such clarity

that he calls into Being
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a magnificent 
choir of brethren

that truly understand
the majesty

of his Vision.

I bow
to the man

who has wrestled
the dark matter 

of this world
into a shape
so Luminous

and 
Kind.
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The Chemistry of Joy

There is a chemistry to Joy
that must be supported.
It is in what you think and eat,
how you move and who you love.

(And in how you don’t move, and don’t think 
and don’t eat, and who you don’t love.)

If you ignore this
your awareness may freeze
in the clear blue sky,
and you could find yourself
in a pit that could take 
months or years to
climb out of.
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The Wind In Our Sails

Without encouragement,
the invisible wind

that propels you forward might cease.

Without encouragement,
you might be caught forever

in the grayness life throws at you
and never be able

to imagine
the colors

of the rainbow.

Sometimes, it is only one person,
whose faith in you is so powerful

that like an invisible hand
she holds up your whole life.

Maybe there was a moment,
when possibility opened

and you glimpsed a world that might be,
if only you had the courage,

and you looked back,
saw that nod,

and found your legs again
and strode forth

with trembling enthusiasm
toward a star

that no-one else could see.
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It might take a lifetime
(or two or three)
to find that star

and love it into existence.

No matter.

Find the winds
of encouragement

that blow
from the visible

and invisible world.

Let them fill your sails.

In my life,
every day, 

I look behind me 
and say thank you,

and you,
and you,

and 
Thank You! 
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Awareness

I never know
each morning

when I cast my attention
out into the clear blue sky 

of Now,

if I will glide forever
or if somewhere,

in that vast open space
a storm cloud will appear,

fly quickly towards me,
upset my balance,

so suddenly,
like a kite hurled
by a strong wind,

I fly downwards
towards the forest floor,

only to awaken, 
later that day,

hopelessly tangled,
in the branches

of painful
memories.
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Dream Weaver

Dusk gently whispered secrets
on wings of purple and orange
as the Dreamweaver smiled, 
carefully folded back
the brilliance of the day
and tenderly embraced me
in the deep, quiet
of evening.
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XIII.
Beloved: Finale
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Volcano

We are mountains 
of Light

just waiting to 

Wake Up!
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Whirl Until You Shatter

You will never find Her outside of you!

Or inside of you!

Yet, when you find Her,
you will suddenly recognize Her everywhere!

The way out is closer then you could ever imagine!

There are no ways out!

You are never alone!

You are always alone!

Every truth is a lie!

Every lie is a truth!

Whirl with the tension of these contradictions
until you shatter!
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Even He Trembled 
In The Face Of It

One dawn,
you will wake up to find

that everything
that is near and dear to you

is simply a screen
that protects you
from something

awesome, terrifying

and Beautiful

and you will have no choice
but to tremble,

until you lose your form
and dissolve into

It.

One day,
you will recognize

that you sit
in a fragile boat

that is floating on top of a great chaos,
and that the human heart

harbors more demons
than you will ever be able to tame.

When you notice
your nakedness,
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you will shudder.

One evening,
you will look in the mirror

and realize that you have failed,
utterly and necessarily,

in your quest
to protect yourself,

and all those that you love, from

It.

And you will have to choose
between desperation and celebration,

openness and closedness,
courage and cowardice.

One evening,
your whole world will
hang on this choice.

One night,
Jesus will come to you,

and ask if you have the strength
to stay awake with Him,

on that lonely hill,
under the olive trees

and pray.

And you will recognize,
that even He

trembled,
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even He
was small,

in the face of

It.
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Silence

In Silence
it

Falls into
IT.
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Ruthless Compassion

In that moment
when I was pierced 

by Your Ruthless Compassion,

I gazed up at the sky
looking for a God that had just died,

and then disappointed, 
finally,

down at my feet.

In the shards of that broken mirror,
I discovered something

far greater.
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Sensitivity

There are great vortexes of Light
that cannot be seen with your outer eyes.
Some of them are Beings.
Some of them are places.
If you are not sensitive,
you could miss them altogether,
and never know
that the old man who just walked so slowly
across the room
is really your Beloved Teacher
whom you lost
many lifetimes ago.

You might 
think that he was just
a decrepit old bag 
of skin and bones
and never see the whirling Power
living in his eyes.

If you are not sensitive,
you might believe that this river
is only made of water,
that these rocks are dead things,
and never see the veins of Light flowing
through your Mothers body,
or recognize Her bones.

If you do not cultivate
your sensitivity
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you might miss 
most of what is beautiful in this world
and wake up one day to discover
that your heart and belly are empty
and that your Soul 
has forgotten your name.
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Zen Door

Somewhere in every temple
is a door

that a master has cut
with a subtle knife.

If you stand very still
it will appear.

Think without thinking,
and it will grow luminous.

Walk without walking,
and you will enter.

Talk without talking,
and it will reveal its secrets.

Meditate without meditating,
and that master will live again.
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Parting Wishes

May you have the Courage 
to face your fears and dissolve them.

May you have the Wisdom
to discern the path that expresses your True Nature.

May you stand Resolutely 
in the face of the Unknown.

May you attain the Inner Smile 
of the Truly Alive 

and Deeply Humble.

May you always Remember 
our Connection with each other.

And may you walk through 
this Awesome and Beautiful world 

with Peace and Clarity   
as you face the Inevitable Losses 

that life will bring you.
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The Dynamic Ground

If you think 
the Enlightened state 

is only peaceful,
you are a fool!

The Dynamic Ground
is more electric

than a thunderstorm 
in May!
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Yes!

Oh Nameless One,
make me

the scent of coconut
oil on a beach in Bali,

 and drop me into
the expectant faces

of innocent children
aching with curiosity

about
ALL THIS!

 
Yes!

 
Whirl me
like a leaf

from end to end
of this spinning

blue dream
 and dance me
like a butterfly

on a bamboo floor
in a Thai tea house,

 
Yes!

 
Balance me

on the edge of a rock
in Machu Picchu,

 and spread me out
like rose petals
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on fine white,
600 thread count,

Egyptian linen sheets,
 

Yes!
 

before You
tell me

 
with utter certainty,

 
that NOTHING,

I mean NOTHING,
ever needs

improving again,
 

Yes!
 

and I,
 brimming

with gratitude,
fall asleep
in your lap

on a hot 
summers day.

Yes!
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